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This monthly report summarizes the RSS status as of May 8, 2011.  The instrument is on the
telescope and commissioning is underway.

Functional Testing

•  RSS Functional/ Interfaces.  All RSS mechanisms have been taken through their paces to
demonstrate operability.  In the process, a number of telescope interface issues were
discovered and corrected.  After a few days, the instrument cooling system (a glycol loop)
plugged up and RSS was the first to notice.  The instrument air supply was found to be quite
low (3 bar vs. the specification 6 bar).  It has since been brought back to 6 bar, but will
require monitoring.

•  Optical/ Detector Alignment.  The standard focus run was repeated once the detector had been
cooled to working temperature.  Best images were essentially unchanged from pre-lift,
showing that the optics were unaffected.  However, two of the six detector alignment values,
for tip and tilt, are now out of specification.  These are critical to having good focus across
the spectrum for high-resolution, narrow-slit observations.  At first it was believed that the
change from ground to telescope calibration systems accounted for this, but subsequent focus
runs on-sky and with different masks showed the alignment to be mask- and time- dependent. 
The current explanation is that the damage to the slitmask mechanism may have affected the
reliable seating of masks.  It is hoped that a simple repair will remedy this, since the
alternative would require removing the instrument from the telescope.

•  Stray light. The last report noted that a source of stray light had been identified pre-lift at the
upper left of the image.  It is seen only at the filter stations at the ends of the magazine, and
in the first exposure after a control system initialization.  It is now believed that this is due to
improper control of the filter barcode reader, not to leakage of external light.  A software fix
is being pursued.

•  The LR and MR etalons were cabled and brought into balance. A problem maintaining lock of
the control loop was traced to humidity conditions on the telescope.  A direct connection of
the dispersor area purge to the etalons was devised, resulting in much improved reliability.

Commissioning

•  Guider.  The RSS guide probe has been operated on-sky, with the basic maps updated so that
the telescope knows where to put a guide star.  More tests await the return of good weather.
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•  Acquisition.  The relative line of sight of RSS and SALTICAM has been determined, so that
SALTICAM acquisition functions can place a target on RSS when the SALTICAM fold flat
is removed.  The RSS slitviewer is operable in this configuration.

•  Focus.  The relative telescope focus positions for SALTICAM, RSS, and the RSS slitviewer
have been determined.  It had been thought that SALTICAM needed to be moved so that its
center of focus is parfocal with RSS, but a subsequent focus run on SALTICAM determined
that the optimal point in the SALTICAM focus optics happens to be coincident with the
position of  the RSS focus.  The slitviewer is in focus at a slightly different position, within
range of the SALTICAM focus mechanism.

•  Autocollimator stray light.  RSS high resolution spectra were obtained of the dark dome during
simulated tracks, to see if baffling of the autocollimator laser had reduced its stray light to an
acceptable level.  300-second exposures showed the laser signature, but at a much reduced
level.  Analysis is required to determine if this level is now below night sky, per the
specification.

•  Astrometry.  A  "second light" image of the giant globular cluster ω Cen was obtained on 9
April in the 4340 and 6290 interference filters.   This was used to obtain the plate scale and
to verify the nominal distortion values obtained by ZEMAX raytrace.  The RMS error of an
astrometric fit to over 200 stars was roughly 1/3 of a 0.25 arcsec pixel.

•  T Pyx.  A "second light" spectrum was obtained on 15 April, of the recurrent nova T Pyx 2
days after outburst, using the 0.6 arcsec longslit, for a R ~ 8500 spectrum at NaD and 11,000
at Hα.  This is reported in Atel telegram
http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=3289
Further T Pyx observations are planned as part of a SALT consortium-wide campaign led by
Mike Shara (AMNH).  High resolution spectra in the blue (3775 - 4525 D) and UV (3030 -
3850 D) were obtained on 30 April, and interference -filter images to track the light echo
were obtained on 1 May.

•  UV throughput.  UV spectroscopy with the 900 and 3000 R/mm gratings has been obtained on
AG Car (LBV star), T Pyx, and photometric standards, indicating good UV thoughput. 
Experiments with adjusting the grating rotation (going “Off-Littrow”) have verified that such
a configuration is advantageous for deep UV work.

Mechanical

•  The slitmask mechanism was affected by an unexpected interference with the Rotating
Structure as the instrument was being bolted down.  The RS has been raised 2 mm during
SALTICAM installation, plus it is at an angle which causes the carbon fiber structure to
come into contact with the slitmask inserter.  Clearance has been restored, and after several
days of repair and realignment, the mechanism is back in operation.  Further work is
anticipated to correct the slitmask seating problem discussed above.
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•  Grating, filter magazine.  Operations on-telescope have demonstrated a sensitivity of the filter
and grating magazine mechanisms to orientation changes.  The sensors that delineate the
positions of the magazine stations have a known flexure that changes the apparent location of
stations with the position of the instrument rotator.  For the grating, it is possible to insert a
grating, perform a track, and lose the station indication, which requires a manual intervention
to recover control.   For the filter, it is possible for the filter to be withdrawn during an
observation when it loses its station indicator.  A series of software, hardware, and table
updates have resolved this.

Control/ PIPT

•  The PCON-TCS software interface which facilitates high-level OCS control of the instrument
continues under test.  Data from the telescope now correctly updates PCON FITS headers,
and data from the instrument is now correctly monitored by the telescope environmental
monitoring system.  Proposal configuration and observing procedure information from the
Science DataBase ("SDB") is being successfully forwarded to the instrument. 

•  Implementation of the Fabry-Perot high level observation procedures is underway.  This
includes setting of etalon scan parameters based on the table of desired wavelengths, and the
calibration of the etalon drift pre-observation from an etalon arc ring image.

•  Implementation of the MOS high-level procedure has started.  This includes management  of
the required observation Position Angle imposed by the mask manufacture, and an
acquisition procedure using imaging of mask reference holes and sky reference stars to
derive a telescope line-of-sight and rotation offset.

•  Quicklook Pipeline.  The SALT pyraf pipeline has been installed on the control-room
reduction computer.  A quick-look version automatically extracts star catalogues from
imaging data and 1-D spectra from spectroscopic data (wavelength calibration based on the
spectrograph model).  This software is being improved based on regular on-telescope use.

Management

•  Schedule.  A schedule of RSS tasks through Acceptance is attached to this report. 
Commissioning of the major modes will be well under way by the May SALT meetings

•  Documentation.  A document describing instrument position angle limitations imposed by the
rotator limits was completed.  This is required for PI planning of MOS masks and of longslit
observations of extended objects.  A revision based on on-sky experience has been issued.
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Activities for next month

•  Commissioning
- Burst throughput spectroscopy.
- Pre-ADC/ post-ADC tests.
- Finish longslit commissioning tasks.
- MOS commissioning tasks.
- Consortium Commissioning Proposals.

•  Mechanical
- Improve slitmask seating.

•  Control
- Resolve the barcode generator stray light problem.
- Test the new PCON/ TCS high-level control software. (SALT).
- Continue with work on remaining control software PCON and OCS post-lift and

commissioning tasks. (SALT)
- Work on control documentation improvements. (UW, SALT)

•  Management 
- Stray light and Flexure Test Results documents.  (UW)
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ID Task Name Start Finish %
Complete

1 SALT Pre-Lift Work Mon 7/13/09 Mon 3/28/11 99%
2 Control System Fixes Mon 7/13/09 Fri 3/19/10 100%
9 Optics Preps Mon 7/13/09 Fri 12/17/10 100%

14 Testing Mon 7/13/09 Wed 3/16/11 100%
25 Lift Preps Tue 12/28/10 Mon 3/28/11 100%
29 SALT Software Mon 7/13/09 Mon 4/4/11 100%
36 UW Prelift Engineering Fri 10/2/09 Mon 10/25/10 100%
41 Documentation Mon 8/10/09 Thu 5/26/11 91%
42 High Level maintenance Mon 9/27/10 Thu 5/26/11 50%
43 Control System Software Mon 8/10/09 Thu 12/9/10 100%
44 Control System hardware Mon 12/6/10 Fri 5/20/11 30%
45 Magazine installation, Lift Thu 5/12/11 Wed 5/25/11 0%
46 UW at SALT Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/17/10 100%
53 Beamsplitter UV Thoughput Repair Mon 9/14/09 Fri 3/18/11 100%
58 RSS onto telescope Fri 3/18/11 Tue 4/19/11 97%
59 Install Beamsplitter Fri 3/18/11 Mon 3/21/11 100%
60 Functional Testing Mon 3/21/11 Mon 3/28/11 100%
61 Pre-Lift review Mon 3/28/11 Wed 4/6/11 100%
62 Lift Thu 4/7/11 Thu 4/7/11 100%
63 Functional Testing Fri 4/8/11 Tue 4/12/11 90%
64 On-Telescope Acceptance Testing Wed 4/13/11 Tue 4/19/11 90%
65 RSS Team Commissioning Mon 11/9/09 Fri 6/10/11 73%
66 Review Commissioning Proposals Thu 4/1/10 Wed 7/28/10 100%
67 Spectroscopy End-to-End Wed 4/20/11 Tue 4/26/11 25%
68 PCON/ TCS Communications Fri 4/8/11 Thu 4/14/11 100%
69 PCON Commissioning procedures Fri 4/15/11 Thu 4/28/11 50%
70 PIPT/ OCS Commissioning upgrades Mon 11/9/09 Fri 4/29/11 95%
71 MOS End-to-End Mon 5/2/11 Fri 5/20/11 5%
72 Fabry-Perot Spectroscopy End-to-End Mon 5/2/11 Fri 5/20/11 50%
73 Linear Polarimetry End-to-End Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
74 MOS Linear Polarimetry End-to-End Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
75 High-Speed Spectroscopy End-to-End Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
76 Consortium Commissioning Project 

Continuation
Wed 4/27/11 Tue 7/19/11 0%

77 Analyse; Write Up Tests Wed 4/27/11 Tue 7/19/11 5%
78 Acceptance Review Tue 7/19/11 Tue 7/19/11 0%
79 SALT Advanced Commissioning Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
80 Circular; All-Stokes Pol End-to-End Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
81 Nod-and-Shuffle Spect End-to-End Mon 5/30/11 Fri 6/10/11 0%
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